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Non photorealistic rendering 

 Non photorealistic rendering (NPR) is a process by which computer 

engineers try to animate and represent items inspired by paintings, 

drawings, cartoons and other sources that do not feature 

photorealism. 



Usage of NPR

1. Entertainment 

• Cartoons

• Movies

• Games

• Illustrations 

2. Technical illustrations

• Architectural drawings

• Assemblies

• Exploded view diagrams

3. Smart depiction systems   



Cel Shading

Cel Shading, also called toon shading, is a 3D technique based on a 

specific shading method, which recreates the look of traditional 2D 

animation cels with the use of flat colours and used for shading 3D 

objects in a unrealistic way.

But it’s not only referred to a shading method, nowadays Cel Shading 

is known also and more generally as an artistic style/method of making 

3D graphics seem cartoonish with the use of specifically colored 

textures, and also using outlines to simulate drawing lines.



Cel shading



Cel shading: how it works

Shading

Cel shading effect is generated from 3D object’s normals. Each normal

has it’s own angle, which is determined between its direction and the

lighting point. It calculates the respective cosine and applies a specific

tone to that faces/area.

Consequently, when the angle between normal and light is zero, the

tone will be brighter. When the angle increases the tone will become

darker.



Cel shading: how it works

Shading
 The different tones are flat and

change without gradients,

simulating cell painting style.

 Depending on the style, the number

of tones can be increased or

decreased.



Cel shading: how it works

Outline
Sometimes to achieve cartoon look,

computer graphics developers include

black outlines simulating drawing

strokes.

This outlines are generated by different

techniques such as “Edge-detection”

or “Back-face culling”.



Cel shading: how it works

Edge detection

Edge-detection is based on mathematical algorithms that detects

changes of contrast, bright, and sharpness, determining where are the

points that form object edges inside an image. The technique is a post

process so is not limited to 3D.

But it’s not the most used technique for outline 3D contents.



Cel shading: how it works

Edge detection



Cel shading: how it works

Back face culling
This technique is used for hide back non-visible 3D elements, or part of 

them. These hidden elements of the back don’t appear in the final 

render.

For generating those outlines, the technique is inverted for showing to 

the observer/camera the hidden elements. Those elements are 

showed as colored in black vertices/faces. Then the shaded object is 

reproduced in front of the black amount of vertices, calculating which 

are the faces that stay in front, achieving these black outline effect 
with the hidden back faces.



Cel shading in games

Fear effect (1999).

Due to limitations of the

PlayStation system itself, it has no

real-time shading, so shadows

and colors where simple pre-

rendered flat textures



Cel shading in games

Jet set radio (2000)



Cel shading in games

The Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waker (2002)



Cel shading in games

Ōkami (2006). Sumi-e-inspired cel-shaded visual style.



Borderlands 2



Cel shading in cartoons and 

movies

Disney`s Iron Giant (1999). 



Cel shading in cartoons and 

movies

Appleseed(2004). Appleseed Ex Machina(2007). 



A scanner darkly 2006



Gooch shading

Gooch Shading (or “Cool to Warm” Shading) is a Non Photorealistic 

Shading Technique, used to render objects in a technical illustration 

style.

It was developed by Bruce and Amy Gooch, Peter Shirley, and Elaine 

Cohen in 1998.



Gooch shading characteristics

 All important edges of the object are drawn in black.

 The illumination is computed with a single light source, and the 
specular highlights are rendered in white. The light source is 

positioned above the objects so that all visible parts are illuminated.

 Two tone shading is added to the object’s base color in order to 

provide additional information about the curvature of the surface. 

One of the colors is a warm color and indicates surfaces that are 

facing toward the light source. The other color is a cold color and is 

applied to surfaces away from the light source.



Gooch shading

• k_cdiff is the shading value for the 

surfaces that are slightly illuminated by 

the light source, and k_wdiff determines 

the color for the fully illuminated parts. 

• k_cool and k_warm contain the cold and 

the warm colors for the two tone shading 

and k_diffuse is the base color of the 

object. 

• α and β are scale factors to control how 

much from the object’s base color will be 

added to k_cdiff and k_wdiff. 

• The final diffuse color is then linearly 

interpolated between k_cdiff and k_wdiff

according to the diffuse reflection term 

N∙L. 

• L is the unit vector in the direction of the 

light source, and N is the unit surface 

normal vector at the point



Gooch shading references

 Full paper by Amy Gooch, Bruce Gooch, Peter Shirley, Elaine Cohen 

about their invented Gooch shading technique. 

http://artis.imag.fr/~Cyril.Soler/DEA/NonPhotoRealisticRendering/Pa

pers/p447-gooch.pdf

 Implemented example: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1qm2XU3bsk

http://artis.imag.fr/~Cyril.Soler/DEA/NonPhotoRealisticRendering/Papers/p447-gooch.pdf




Edge Enhancement Algorithm

The edge-enhancement technique enhances 

the visually important edges of 3D models in 

order to convey shape



Edge classification

 A silhouette edge is an edge adjacent to one polygon facing 

towards the camera (front facing) and to one polygon facing away 

from the camera (back facing). �

 A border edge is an edge adjacent to exactly one polygon. �

 A crease edge is an edge between either two front facing 

polygons, or two back facing polygons whose dihedral angle is 

above some threshold.

 both silhouette and border edges represent profile edges that 

outline the contours of 3D models; whereas crease edges represent 

inner edges that show inner features, such as changes of their 
surfaces’ orientation.



G-buffers

 Geometric Buffers, a.k.a. G-Buffers, are 2-dimensional data 

structures that store the geometric properties of 3D objects.

 We are interested in 2 types of G-buffers: 

• The depth buffer stores the depth values of visible surface 

fragments measured from the camera position. 

• The normal buffer stores the normal vectors of visible 

surface fragments. 



Edge detection

 Abrupt changes in the depth buffer occur at silhouette edges and 

border edges or, in other words, profile edges. A 1st order differential 

operator applied to the depth buffer detects them.

 Abrupt changes in the normal buffer typically occur at crease edges or 

inner edges. 1st order differential operators applied to normal buffers 

detect them.



Edge map

The edge map represents a 2D texture that preserves the 

visually important edges of 3D models as intensity values. 

The process of detecting edge intensities and of 

constructing the edge map is based on the G-Buffer 

concept and the previous classification of edges.







Technical illustrations



Exploded view diagrams and assemblies



Smart Depiction Systems

Smart depiction systems automatically generate 

effective pictures and diagrams for assisting 

people: systems for generating assembly 

instructions, exploded view diagrams of 

assemblies, or route maps. 

This technologies also use techniques from non-

realistic rendering.



Thank you for your attention


